A filiate
Program

Only the Traders can participate in the partnership program. Traders
are Exchange participants who have placed and successfully
completed transactions on buying / selling, exchanging
cryptocurrency on the Exchange;
Participants of the afﬁliate program can only be Traders who have
passed all 4 levels of veriﬁcation on the Exchange;
Participants in the afﬁliate program form a network consisting of 4
levels;
The afﬁliate program consists of four levels. To achieve each of them, the trader
needs to make transactions on the Exchange, the sum of which is equivalent to the
following indicators:
Level

1

2

3

4

The amount of transactions (BTC or equivalent)

50

30

10

10

The reporting period for reviewing the level of activity of the
participant is 1 calendar month (30 days);
The user of the ﬁrst level is the organizer of the whole formed
network, called the "division". He is responsible for the functioning of
his entire division, consisting of lower levels;
The division has limitations on the number of participants in
accordance with the following table:
Level

1

2

3

4

Number of people in the level

1

3

15

75

Table 1 - Number of participants in the division by levels
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With each transaction of sale and / or exchange of Crypto-currency,
made by Users, a commission is charged to the Exchange, which is 1%
of the transaction amount;
Within the reporting period, for each division, a general plan is
established for making deals in the amount of BTC or its equivalent.
Also for each member of the division an individual plan is established
in the amount of BTC or its equivalent, respectively:
Level

1

2

3

4

Total by levels

Transactions / month by levels in BTC

50

30

20

10

110

Table 2 - Individual plan of the volume of transactions for each level of the division for the reporting period

Level

1

2

3

4

Total by levels

Transactions / month by levels in BTC

50

30

20

10

110

Number of people in a leve

1

3

15

75

94

General division’s indicators of the BTC / month

50

90

300

750

1190

Table 3 - Plan of the volume of the division's transactions for the reporting period

The participants’ income in the Division are divided into two parts:
Each participant of the level receives income that is calculated according to the
formula

Il * s
It =
nl

It - income of a participant of a level;
Il - Exchange’s income from transactions made by a speciﬁc Level;
nl - the number of participants in a particular level;
s - the rate of interest from the Exchange's income from transactions of its
Level, in accordance with the Table below;
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Level
Remuneration for the whole level / month from
the total income of the Exchange from level
volume in %

1

2

3

4

25%

15%

8%

2%

Table 4 - Remuneration level of the level from the total income of the Exchange

Each top-level participant receives an income as a percentage of the Exchange's
total commission received from transactions made at lower levels, provided that
the plan is fulﬁlled by all the participants of the division, calculated for each level
separately according to the following formula:

(I l1 * s ) + (I l2 * s2 ) + (I l3 * s3 ) + (I l4 * s4 )
I t1 =
n l1
(I l2 * s ) + (I l3 * s3 ) + (I l4 * s4 )
I t2 =
n l2
(I l3 * s ) + (I l4 * s4 )
I t3 =
n l3

(I l4 * s )
I t4 =
n l4

It1 - It4 - income of a participant of a level;
Il1 - Il4 - Exchange’s income from transactions made by a speciﬁc Level;
nl1 - nl4- the number of participants in a particular level;
s - the rate of interest from the Exchange's income from transactions of its Level, in accordance with the Table
below;

Level
Remuneration for the whole level / month from
the total income of the Exchange from the level in % (S)

1

2

3

4

25%

15%

8%

2%

Table 5 - Remuneration level of the level from the total income of the Exchange
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s1 - s2 - the rate of interest on the income of the Exchange from a lower level of transactions, in accordance
with the table below.

First level
Second leve
Third level

15%

10%

5%

15%

5%
5%

Fourth level
Table 6 - The amount of remuneration of the higher level from the total income of the Exchange from the level

The remuneration for the previous month is paid by the Exchange on
the basis of and only provided that a report on the results of the
division's work for the previous month was sent by the Division
Organizer in electronic form to mailto:support@neuronchain.io;
The division's revenue is distributed only among active Traders. In
the event that the trader for the reporting period made transactions
less than the established limit for the corresponding level, he moves
to a level, corresponding to the number of transactions conducted
by him and is deprived of the right to receive a percentage of income
of the division of the previous level.
Inactive Participant is excluded from the division by decision of the
Division Organizer. In case of exclusion of a Participant from the
Division of the Level 2 or Level 3, the Participant from Level 3 or Level
4 who "has raised" in the amount equal to the level requirement is
"raised" to the vacated seat.
The participant who has passed to the higher level begins to receive a
percentage of income from the lower levels and acquires the right to
form his subdivisions.
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In this case, moving up the levels is carried out in sequence 4-3-2. In
case of exclusion of a Participant from the Division of the Level 4, the
most active Exchange User involved in this division, who has
committed the number of transactions required for this level and
expressed the desire to become a Trader (in other words, he has
placed an order to buy or sell cryptocurrency), "rises" to his place.
The process of expulsion of the Organizer of the network (Level 1) is
headed by the Administration of the Exchange.
Transactions between members of a division of any level are excluded
from the indicators to reach the next level.
Adding hidden embedded frames to the website for the purpose of
capturing partners is prohibited. Only afﬁliate built-in frames or
direct links to a web page are allowed.
NEURON reserves the right to disable the afﬁliate program for any
user at any time. If you violate the conditions of work, your afﬁliate
program will be terminated.

Join a World of Free Trade
and Open Financial Markets.

